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!
Introduction"

his! article! describes! an! action! research!
project! involving! the! production! and!
evaluation! of! a! video! demonstration!
designed! to! teach! low&motivation,! low&

proficiency! Japanese! university! students! (n=90)!
a! system! using! word! cards! by! which! to!
independently! and! effectively! learn! English!
vocabulary.!
!
As! part! of! their! compulsory! two&year! ‘English!
Conversation’! course! at! a!medium&sized!private!
university! in! western! Japan,! the! students! were!
required!to!undertake!a!semester&long!program!
of! vocabulary! learning! and! testing.! In! previous!
years,!classroom!demonstrations!of!the!teacher’s!
favoured! word&cards&based! system! of!
vocabulary!study!had!been!ineffective!due!to!the!
physical! size! and! characteristics! of! word! cards!
themselves.! Having! the! teacher! stand! up! and!
give! a! ‘live’! demonstration! of! how! to! use!word!
cards! had! very! apparently! left! the! students!
unconvinced! of! the! potential! of! cards! to! help!
them! to! achieve! success! on! the! tests.! Upon!
reflection,! this! was! unsurprising,! as! from! any!
distance,! students! were! unable! to! see! the! text!
written! on! the! cards,! nor! notice! the! ways! in!
which! the! cards! were! being! sorted! and! re&
ordered.! Despite! multiple! attempts! to! sell!
students!on!the! idea,!very! few!students! took!up!
the! use! of! cards,! and! those! that! did! seemed! to!
misunderstand! how! they! were! to! be! best!
utilized.!!
!
In!an!attempt!to!overcome!the!problems!of!space!
inherent! in! the! classroom! demonstrations! of!
such! small! tools,! a! 14&minute! video! was!
produced!of!the!teacher!himself!carrying!out!a!!
!

!
!
practice! session! using! word! cards! to! learn! 25!
items!of!Japanese!vocabulary.!(The!video!can!be!!
seen! online! via! a! link! given! below.)! The! video!
was! intended! to! demonstrate! the! specific!
techniques! and! benefits! of! the! particular! word!
card! system! in! a! way! that! would! appeal! to!
students!with!very!little!intrinsic!motivation!and!
low! self&efficacy! for! language! learning.! It! was!
hoped! that! the!video!would! impress!upon! them!
that!by!using! the!word!cards!system!they!could!
achieve! success! in! the! course’s! vocabulary!
program! with! substantially! greater! ease! than!
they!might!have!anticipated.!!
!
Learning" strategies" and" strategiesNbased"
instruction"
Throughout! the! 1970s,! researchers! were!
identifying! and! classifying! the! characteristics!
and! behaviours! of! individuals! who! were!
successful! in! learning!a! second! language.! It!was!
discovered! that! neither! teacher! nor! student!
aptitude! alone! was! the! determining! factor! in!
success;! learners! who! utilised! learning!
strategies,! generally,! were! more! successful! in!
their! studies! than! those!who!used!none! (Rubin,!
1975;!Stern,!1975).!!
!
By! the!mid&1980s,! dozens! of! effective! language!
learning!strategies!had!been!identified,!and!were!
being! classified! into! three! types;!metacognitive,!
cognitive,! and! socioaffective! strategies!
(O’Malley,! Chamot,! Stewner&Manzanares,! Russo,!
&!Kupper,!1985).!!
!
Metacognitive! strategies! are! those! that! learners!
use! to! manage! their! own! learning! behaviours,!
such! as! organising! study! activities,! directing!
their! own! attention,! and! self&evaluation.!

T!
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Cognitive!strategies!are!those!used!to!effectively!
carry! out! a! specific! language&centric! task! or!
activity,! such! as! repetition,! translating,! note&
taking,!and!deductive! inferencing.!Socioaffective!
strategies! are! those! that! help! during! actual!
communication! acts,! such! as! questioning! for!
clarification.!!
!
Teachers! began! teaching! not! only! language!
material!and!content,!but!also!language!learning!
strategies! that! could! assist! their! students! in!
becoming! more! successful! and! more!
autonomous;! in!effect!teaching!not!only!what!to!
learn,! but! how! to! learn.! This! trend! developed!
into! what! researchers! came! to! call! ‘strategies&
based! instruction.! Research! suggests! that!
students! benefit! from! such! instruction! if! it!
results! in! their! feeling! that! they!understand! the!
strategy,! believe! that! it! is! effective,! and! do! not!
consider!it!to!be!too!difficult!(MacIntyre!&!Noels,!
1996).!
!
Learning"strategies"for"vocabulary"acquisition!
Discovering! effective! strategies! for!meeting! the!
enormous!vocabulary!memorisation!challenge!of!
language! learning! has! long! been! the! focus! of!
research! in! the! fields! of! applied! linguistics! and!
second! language!acquisition,!and!a!great!deal!of!
work! has! been! carried! out! in! an! attempt! to!
understand! how! quickly! data! are! typically!
forgotten! after! first! being! memorised!
(Ebbinghaus,! 1885,! as! cited! in! Mondria! &!
Mondria&de! Vries,! 1994;! Pimsleur,! 1967;! Lado,!
1964;! Oxford,! 1990).! ‘Expanded! rehearsal’!
(Landaur!&!Bjork,!1978)!and!‘graduated!interval!
recall’! (Pimsleur,!1967)!are!examples!of! ‘spaced!
learning’,! i.e.,! systems! of! repeatedly! viewing! or!
rehearsing! the! knowledge! of! a! datum! at!
gradually! increasing! intervals! of! time! so! as! to!
delay!or!eliminate!the!onset!of!forgetting.!!
!
An! early! learning! and! practice! system! which!
drew!heavily!on!existing! research!was!Leitner’s!
(1972,!as!cited!in!Mondria!&!Mondria&de!Vries,!!

!1994)! ‘hand! computer’,! which! was! a!
sophisticated! (yet! thoroughly! analogue)! system!
of! physically! organising! and! re&organising! data!
on! cards! into! groups,! according! to! how!
successfully! they! could! be! recalled.! The! review!
of! known! items! was! delayed! for! increasingly!
greater!intervals!of!time,!with!the!learner’s!focus!
placed! on! the! frequent! review! of! newly&learnt!
(or! re&learnt)! data! at! risk! of! being! soon!
forgotten.!!
!
Mondria! &! Mondria&deVries! (1994)! explain! in!
detail!many!of!the!advantages!of!models!such!as!
the! ‘hand! computer’,! including! their! inherent!
focus!on!words!not!yet!fully!learnt,!the!flexibility!
of! order,! the! support! of! motor! and! manual!
activity,! and! the! experience! of! progress! and!
success! through! the! physical! movement! or!
separation! of! the! known! cards! from! those! not!
yet! known! (Mondria!&!Mondria&de!Vries,! 1994,!
p.!54).!!
!
The" word" cards" system:" in" the" hand," or" on" the"
desk"
The! simple,! rudimentary! word! card! system!
being! taught! to! the! students! in! this! study! is!
situated! within! the! tradition! of! Leitner! (1972).!
Starting!with!a!set!of!about!25!word!cards,!with!
simply! a! target! word! on! one! side! and! its! L1!
translation! on! the! other,! the! goal! of! a! practice!
session! can! be! said! to! be! simply! to! move! the!
cards! from! occupying! a! group! of! ‘unknown’!
words,!which! stays! in! the! hand,! to! occupying! a!
’known’! group,! which! gradually! grows!
separately! on! the! desk.! The! entire! process! is!
summed!up! in!Figure!1,!which!was!produced!to!
be! shown! to! the! students! during! strategy!
instruction.!
!
Much!like!Leitner’s,!the!process!is!simply!one!of!
viewing,! reviewing,! learning! and! ultimately! re&
organising!the!cards!until!they!can!all!be!said!to!
be!‘known’,!and!are!thus!all!sitting!on!the!desk.!
!
!
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Figure!1:!Word!cards!flowchart.!Known!words!are!discarded!onto!the!desk,!and!only!the!(as!yet)!unknown!words!are!retained!for!
subsequent!review.!The!learner!is!concerned!only!with!finding!and!focusing!on!asVyetVunknown!items.!

!
A! ‘round’! of! study! is! completed!when! all! of! the!
cards!have!been!viewed!once,!with!some!having!
been! separated! out! onto! the! desk,! and! some!
remaining! unlearnt! in! the! hand.! In! the! video!
demonstration,! four!rounds!were!needed! for!all!
cards! to! be! successfully! recalled! once,! taking! a!
total! of! seven!and!a!half!minutes.!Once! this!has!
occurred,! all! of! the! cards! are! gathered! up,!
shuffled,! and! the! process! begins! again,! ad!
infinitum,! until! every! word! can! be! instantly!
recalled!to!the!learner’s!satisfaction.!
!
Despite!its!simplicity,!built!into!this!cards!system!
are! such! cognitive! strategies! as! repetition,!
resourcing,! translation,! and! grouping;! and! such!
meta&cognitive!strategies!as!self&evaluation,!self&
monitoring,! self&management,! selective!
attention,!and!directed!attention!(O’Malley!et!al.,!
1985).!
!
Action"research"
The"plan#
Prior!to!making!the!video,!numerous!attempts!to!
teach! word! card! usage! via! a! classroom!
demonstration! had! been! ineffective! despite!
following! an! arguably! sensible! and! well&
prepared! lesson! plan.! The! apparent! reason! for!
this! was! that! students! could! not! physically! see!
the! information! on! the! cards! or! comprehend!
what! was! being! done! with! each! one.! The!
students! were! effectively! excluded! from! a!
potentially! informative! demonstration! by! space!
constraints,!and!consequently,! few!of!them!took!

up!word!cards!as!a!learning!tool.!Those!that!did!
often! showed! signs! of! having! missed! the! key!
points! of! the! demonstration;! by! simply! flicking!
through! their! cards! like! a! list,! for! example,!
rather! than! separating! them! according! to! how!
well!they!were!known.!
!
The!action!research!problem!was,!thus:!!
How!can!I!effectively!demonstrate!this!system!of!
vocabulary!word!cards!to!my!students?!!
How! can! I! ensure! that! they! will! (a)! see! and!
understand! the! system! well! enough! that! they!
will!want! to!use! it! themselves,!and!(b)!get!good!
results!when!they!do?!!
!
The"action"
Could! a! video&recording! of! their! teacher! using!
word! cards! as! a! learner! provide! a! more!
interesting! and! intimate! demonstration,! and!
effectively! convey! the! relevant! strategy!
instruction?! A!word! cards! demonstration! video!
was!produced,!with!twenty&five!word!cards!of!as!
yet! unlearned! items! taken! from! Japanese!
vocabulary! lists! found! in! a! quick! search! on! the!
internet.!A!small!digital!video!camera!was!set!up!
on! a! tripod,! and! placed! directly! between! the!
‘learner’! and! the! desk,! where! it! could! capture!
footage!of!each!card!exactly!as!it!was!being!seen.!
So!as!to!be!able!later!to!analyse!the!rate!at!which!
the! twenty&five! words! were! learnt,! an! iPad!
running! a! stopwatch! application! was! placed!
within!view!of!the!camera!(See!Figure!2).!!
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!
Figure!2:$Screen!shots!from!the!video,!showing!the!target!word,!the!English!translation,!and!the!stopwatch!timer.!

A! learning! session!was! filmed,! and! later! edited!
down! to! 14! minutes.! During! the! editing,! the!
stopwatch! data! visible! on&screen! was! analysed!
so!as!to!create!a!graph!showing!the!rate!at!which!!

the!words!had!been! learnt! (Figure!3).! This!was!
embedded!into!the!video!at!key!points,!i.e.,!after!
each!‘round’.!

!
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Figure!3:!Rate!of!learning.!The!yVaxis!shows!how!many!cards!had!been!‘learned’,!i.e.,!separated!out!of!the!hand!and!placed!onto!the!
table.!Three!complete!cycles!were!carried!out,!each!one!faster!than!the!last.!

!
The! graph! shows! the! almost! exponential!
acceleration! that! characterises! the! card! system.!
A!very!slow!start,!while!all! the!words!are!being!
seen!for!the!first!time,!is!followed!by!the!second!
‘round’! (beginning! at! around! the! three&minute!
point)! in! which! the! pace! of! learning! picks! up!
dramatically! as! the! easiest! words! are! recalled!

and! discarded.! After! a! few! more! minutes! only!
the! most! difficult! and! unfamiliar! cards! remain,!
which! are! then! recalled! after! a! few! more!
viewings! and! finally! discarded.! All! twenty&five!
cards! were! on! the! desk! within! eight! minutes,!
with! the! two! subsequent! cycles! taking!
considerably! less! time.! What! first! took! eight!
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slow,!repetitive!minutes!was!soon!sped!through!
in!just!one.!This!fact!was!considered!particularly!
important! for! the! target! group,! students! who!
might! ordinarily! quit! at! the! first! sign! of! a! low!
return! on! their! effort.! The! video! demonstrated!
that! a! slow! start! is! not! an! indication! of!
incompetence! or! futility! and! ought! not! to! be!
discouraging.! The! video! was! shown! in! special!
‘Vocabulary! Study’! lessons! given! just! prior! to!
beginning! the! university’s! mandatory! program!
of! vocabulary! learning! and! testing.! It! can! be!
seen,! exactly! as! it! was! shown,! at!
http://www.stevepaton.com/wordcards.!!
!
Data"collection"and"analysis"
To! ascertain! how! effective! the! video! had! been!
with! these! reticent! and! extremely! reserved!
students,! an! anonymous! in&class! questionnaire!
was!administered,!in!Japanese,!three!weeks!after!
showing! the! video,! containing! items! based!
around!three!broad!research!questions:!
!
Research"questions"
1) Was! the! video! demonstration! effective! in!
conveying! the! word! card! system’s! main!
learning' strategies;! i.e.,! separation,! repetition,!
grouping,!self&monitoring,!directed!attention?!

2) Was! the! video! demonstration! effective! in!
conveying! the! word! card! system’s! main!
advantages! over! other! learning! systems;! i.e.,!
speed,!efficiency,!fun?!

3) Did! the! video! demonstration! leave! students!
with! a! positive' outlook! towards! their! own!
independent! vocabulary! study! in! light! of! their!
understanding!of!the!word!cards!system?!

The!responses!were!translated!into!English!by!a!
native! Japanese! speaker! with! excellent! English!
ability,!and!were!analysed!to!uncover!any!trends,!
themes,! or! patterns! that! could! answer! the!
research!questions! (as!per!Burns,!2010,!p.!104&
5).!

Results"
Strategies"and"benefits"
The! first! question! on! the! questionnaire! was!
intended!to!gauge!students’!initial!apprehension!
and!ascertain!whether!their!beliefs!had!changed!
after!watching!the!video.!
 

 

!

!

!

As!anticipated,! the!majority!of! the! students!had!
been!apprehensive!about!the!coming!vocabulary!
program!prior!to!watching!the!video!(Figure!4).!
Next,!they!were!simply!asked!if!they!had!enjoyed!
the!video.!!

Those! that! volunteered! that! they! had! enjoyed!
the! video! were! asked! ‘Why?’! Three! or! four!
‘themes’! emerged! when! analysing! their!
responses,!as!shown!in!Table!1.!

 

Questionnaire Item: “If ‘yes’, why [did you enjoy the video]?” 

n Response ‘theme’ Examples 

15 
(17%) 

A new way to learn. ‘...I could do that, so I want to try it.’ 
‘It seems to be an easier way.’ 

12 
(13%) 

The video was easy to understand. ‘The video made it clear.’  
‘I could understand it without language.’ 

10 
(11%) 

Specific word card strategies 
and benefits. 

‘This is easier and doesn’t take so much time.’  
‘The separation of the words was clear.’  

7 
(8%) 

The table turned (the teacher as 
learner). 

‘I could understand how foreigners learn Japanese.’  
‘Even the teacher needs to do it again and again.’  

36 
(40%) 

other, or nothing specific Note - 20 of these respondents gave positive responses 
in the following questions. 

Table 1: Reasons given for enjoying the video 
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Questionnaire Item: “What are the main points that you can remember from the video?” 

n Response ‘theme’ n detail 

35 
(39%) word cards strategy 

25 Repetition 

7 separation of known/unknown 

3 other: flexibility of order, vocalisation 

12 
(13%) benefits of cards 

11 speed or efficiency of the system 

1 successful learning 

11 
(12%) various, other 

4 the novelty of teacher as learner 

3 (complimentary) 

4 (irrelevant or unclear) 

13 
(14%) invalid response  (mainly describing what the video was, rather than something 

memorable that it contained) 

Table 2:Key remembered points of the video 

To! obtain!more! specifics,! separately! from!what!
had! been! ‘liked’! about! the! video,! the!
questionnaire! asked! simply! what! the! students!
could!remember!from!the!video.!!
!
This!was!intended!to!elicit!responses!that!would!
answer! the! first! and! second! research! questions!
without!specifically!asking!them.!!

!
Not!all! students!responded!to! this!question,!but!
most!of!the!responses!of!those!that!did,!shown!in!
Table!2,!did!seem!to!answer!one!or!other!of!the!
first!two!research!questions.!!

!

!

Questionnaire Item: “Did you realize anything or have any new ideas about learning vocabulary? 
 Please explain.” 

N Response Examples 

20 
(47% of 

sub-sample) 

easy (n=12) ‘It looks like studying became easy.’  
‘Unexpectedly, learning lots is not difficult.’  

fun (n=4) ‘This way, to my surprise, looks fun.’  
‘Through the teacher’s method, it’s a game.’  

efficient (n=2) ‘I can learn in a short time.’  

other (n=2) ‘My feeling about English changed in a good way.’  

18 Commented on strategy.  
Not explicitly ‘positive’. 

 

9 No change / no response 

Table 3: Changes in beliefs of apprehensive students (n=47)!
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!
Figure!4:!As!anticipated,!the!majority!of!the!students!had!been!apprehensive!about!the!coming!vocabulary!program!prior!to!

watching!the!video.!

Almost! every! intended! teaching! point! was!
represented!at!least!once!in!the!responses,!and!it!
seems! reasonable! to! assume! that! many! more!
students! noticed! each! point! than! explicitly!
reported!as!much!three!weeks!later.!
!
Attitudes"and"beliefs"
Next,! the!questionnaire!asked:! “Did!your!beliefs!
about! vocabulary! learning! change! as! a! result! of!
watching!the!video?!Did!you!realise!anything!or!
have! any!new! ideas! about! learning! vocabulary?!
Please! explain.”! A! summary! of! the! responses! is!
given!in!Figure!5,!and!detailed!below.!!
!
Sixty&six! students’! responses! (73%)! indicated!
that!either!a!positive!change! in!belief!had!taken!
place,!or!a!positive!realisation!about!vocabulary!
learning!had!been!made.!Among!their!responses,!
patterns!that!appeared!in!the!ways!in!which!that!
had!occurred!are!as!follows:!
!
•  37!answered!that!they!had!come!to!realise!that!
the! word! cards! system! offered! something! of!
personal!benefit.!

‘This!way,!to!my!surprise,!looks!fun.’!
‘I!can!learn!in!a!short!time.’!!
‘Unexpectedly,! learning! a! lot! of! words! is! not!
difficult.’!
!

•  17! answered! that! they! had! come! to! realise!
something! related! to! word! cards! strategy!
through!the!video.!

‘Obviously,!this!is!a!better!system!than!writing!in!
a!notebook.’!!
‘I!only!repeat!unknown!words.’!!
‘I’m!relieved!to!not!be!expected!to!have!learnt!a!
word!after!seeing!it!only!once.!Being!slow!at!the!
beginning!is!normal.’!
!
•  10!indicated!explicitly!that!they!were!now!
anticipating!success!in!the!vocabulary!program.!!

‘I’m!going!to!master!it!easily.’!
‘It’s!a!better!system!than!what!I!was!using.!My!
brain!is!going!to!suck!this!up.’!!
!
Finally,! returning! to! the! students! who! had,!
before!the!video,!considered!25!words!per!week!
to! be! too! many! (see! Figure! 4)! (n=47).! A!
particular! analysis! of! the! ways! in! which! their!
beliefs! changed,! if! at! all,! is! given! in! Table! 3.!
Almost! half! of! the! students!who! had! expressed!
apprehension! about! learning! the! specified!
number! of! words! in! the! semester! reported!
having! their! beliefs! and! attitudes! changed!
positively!as!a!result!of!watching!the!video,!and!
were!now!instead!volunteering!words!like!‘easy’,!
‘game’,!and!‘fun’.!

!
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Figure 5: !The!video!can!be!seen!to!have!had!enormous!leverage.!
!
Reflection"and"conclusion"
The!response!from!the!students!seems!a!robust!
validation! of! the! video! demonstration! as! an!
appropriate!and!effective!means!of!word!cards!
strategy!instruction.!It!appears!to!have!satisfied!
all! three! of!MacIntyre!&!Noels’! (1996)! criteria!
for! successful! strategy! instruction,!namely;! the!
students! indicated! that! they! had! come! to!
understand! the! strategy! well,! they!
acknowledged! the! strategy’s! effectiveness,! and!
stated! resoundingly! that! the! strategy! was!
sufficiently!easy!to!use.!$
!
The! ease! and! speed!with!which! this! video!was!
produced,!due!to!the!low!cost!and!user&friendly!
interface! of! the! required! technology,! had!
remarkable! leverage,! changing! students’! beliefs!
and! in! some! cases! apparently! reversing!
attitudes! towards! what! was! to! be! a! major!
component! of! the! semester’s! course.!Of! course,!
the!video!can!be!used!again!and!again! in! future!
years,!or!easily!re&made.!
!
The! responses! do! suggest! that! students! had!
learned!a!means!by!which! to!be!more!effective,!
more! autonomous! learners,! in! a! field! that! had!
previously!been!unduly!challenging.!
!
The! video! is! online! and! available! for! others! to!
utilise! in! teaching! or! subsequent! research,! or!
simply! to!be!used!as!a!model!along! the! lines!of!
which! other! such! teacher&produced! videos!
might!be!produced.!
!
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